Perhaps a new consciousness had to grow as a green shoot will grow
from a charred and blackened stump?
Whatever the truth may be, the fact remains—until many years after-
ward, to turn my thoughts backward to what had transpired in the life
Mamah and I had lived together at Taliesin was like trying to see into a
dark room in which terror lurked, strange shadows moved—and I would
do well to turn away in time.
I could see forward only. I could not see backward. The pain was too
great.
And it looked for some time as though I might not be able to see at all.
It was this that, like a lash, made me get to work upon myself none too
soon. Have I been describing despair? A feeling unknown to me.
Waves of unkind, stupid publicity had broken over Taliesin again. The
human sacrifices at Taliesin seemed in vain. Its heroism was ridiculed, its
love mocked. Its very heart, struck from it at a blow, was profaned by a
public sympathy harder to bear even than public curiosity had been.
'Tried and condemned/ some said. Well. . . was this trial for heresy
too? Was this trial, like grandfather's, at some judgment seat, to quell a
spirit that would not be quelled?
And was this unconventional believer in the good, the true and beau-
tiful seeing it as work, life and love, actually in the midst of all three, thus
similarly struck down?
Some months before, sitting on the stone terrace overlooking the valley
below, I saw one of the finest cows of the countryside, Taliesin's Holstein
Maplecroft, a thoroughbred worth several hundred ordinary cows, stand-
ing beneath an oak tree. Two other cows were standing there beside her,
comparatively worthless. A lightning flash of flame there below simul-
taneous with a stunning crash. Two cows walked away beneath the tree
unharmed. It was Maplecroft that lay there dead by stroke of lightning.
Why peerless Maplecroft?
Why Taliesin?
So many too willing answers to 'Why Taliesin?' were publicly made by
good men and true. They now had a text upon which to preach. But no
preaching was more reasonable than that the 'unconventional' gathers
the enmity of the conventional until, charged beyond the containing
point, explosion in some form, obvious or occult, follows. Did this apply to
Maplecroft's unconventionally? Hers consisted in being thoroughbred
among the 'grades'. Did the envy or displeasure of ordinary numbers
attract destruction to her?
Utter nonsense I
So the rage that grew in me when I felt the inimical weight of human
censure concentrated upon me began to fade away until I finally found
refuge in the idea that Taliesin should live to show something more for its
mortal sacrifices than a charred and terrible ruin on a lonely hillside in the
beloved ancestral Valley where great happiness had been.
In action there is release from anguish of mind. Anguish could not
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